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		APPENDIX D - REQUIRED AND DESIRED BIKESHARE SYSTEM ELEMENTS
		The following system elements are identified with the unique Tucson culture and environment in mind. The elements are guidelines for the proposed system, but Offerors should use its professional experience in responding to the elements in this table. If the Offeror recommends against a required element, provide an explanation for this recommendation.  This Appendix includes specific evaluation criteria that the City will consider in the evaluation of proposals received.  Offeros shall respond to all questions in the order in which they  are presented.  Responses to requirements in each section will be requested in two formats:                                                                                                                                       1) a single letter response to the "Available" section.  The single letter responses are: 
          Y (Yes-the product has this ability in the current version)
          N (No-the product does not have this ability in the current version)
          T (Tool-there is a third party tool supplied with the product and/or database that can provide this ability in the current version)
          F (Future-there are explicit, documented plans to include this ability in future versions )                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
All N, T, or F responses must be explained.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       2) a written, narrative response to questions/requests with each answer to be inserted immediately after the corresponding question in the "Provide explanation" section.

		DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES	Available?
 (Y-Yes, N-No, 
T-Tool, or F- Future)	Provide explanation if response is N, T, or F
		Station Elements
		A.  Required Station Elements 
	1	Unified look and feel of all station elements within the network
	2	Compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, other state and local requirements, and requirements of the municipality, institution, and/or adjacent private landowner in positioning stations
	3	A system that is highly reliable and secure with encryption for financial data 
	4	Real-time communication between stations and headquarters particularly to report number of bikes per station and facilitate re-distribution
	5	Capacity to convey safety information and laws affecting bicyclists at stations
	6	Easily movable stations that: require minimal time to install and/or remove; can be installed without trenching; when removed do not leave behind attachment points that could impede a vehicle or trip a pedestrian
	7	Grid-free: doesn’t need to connect to the electrical grid (this may be accomplished by solar power or other types of alternative energy sources and wireless communication)
	8	Adequate space at each station for a map showing the local area, bicycle facilities, and nearby bike share stations and/or a sponsorship panel
	9	Encourage helmet use and other safety messaging by providing information on stations, kiosks, membership forms, and on the web. 
	10	Capacity to maintain operation and security of the system during a power failure event or loss of internet connection
	11	Simple station user experience with multi-lingual operational instructions in English and Spanish 
	12	Ability to modify or design the system components (bikes, terminal, hub, and/or sign) to address issues specific to Tucson (Example: heat and climate, vandalism, customization, etc.)

		B.  Desired Station Elements
	1	Backlit panels for the sponsorship / map panels  and the ability to provide reliable power to illuminated panels;
	2	Capacity for station and major components (bicycle, hub, terminal) to self-report mechanical problems
	3	Capacity for user to identify a bicycle as needing repair at the station
	4	Smallest feasible footprint to enable installation in a space currently used as a parking space or on a wide sidewalk with a layout that minimally impedes pedestrian traffic and without horizontal components that could trip a pedestrian or injure a rider approaching a terminal at night
	5	Aesthetic compatibility with streetscape and neighborhood context, both when terminal is full of bicycles and when it is empty
	6	Expected 5 year useful life of bicycles and high durability of station and station components
	7	Indicator showing whether the bicycle is available for use or out-of-service (such as when the system is shut down during an emergency or an individual bicycle has been identified as needing repair)
	8	Capacity to issue reports to repair crews indicating where to rebalance and where bicycles needing repair are located 
	9	Ability to employ a backup power source
	10	Capacity to add lighting where necessary to facilitate nighttime use of terminal and adjustment of bicycles and to reduce vandalism


		Bicycle Elements
		A.  Required Bicycle Elements 
	1	Pedal-powered front and rear lights and reflectors (meeting or exceeding the Arizona Revised Statute requirement for bicycles ridden at night) ARS 28-817
	2	Puncture resistant tires
	3	Multiple gears (3)
	4	Reliable and intuitive braking system
	5	One size to fit majority of adult population with seat-only adjustment
	6	Theft and tamper resistant (potentially through use of components not compatible with other bicycles and/or requiring tools not commonly available)
	7	Cargo capacity for items such as a typical briefcase, book bag, and/or grocery bag weighing up to twenty pounds
	8	Equipped with GPS tracking devices or equivalent
	9	Bike with a chain-guard, internal hub, and multiple gears (3 or more)
	10	Capacity for sponsorship or advertising that can be easily changed on the fenders, cargo space (example: basket), and/or other areas
	11	Capacity to convey safety information (e.g. streetcar track information) and laws affecting bicyclists in a visible location
	12	Equipped with secondary lock to enable user to secure bike to any bike rack or post while making a quick stop

		B.  Desired Bicycle Elements 
	1	Protection from grease, dirt, and tire spray including enclosed drive train and full fenders
	2	Corrosion resistant material with rust-proof external parts
	3	Additional cargo capacity on some or all of fleet
	4	Chainless bike
	5	Light weight (less than 35 pounds)
	6	Comfortable seat with an upright riding position
	7	Easy to operate: easy to mount and to hold in stopped position, including for shorter rider
	8	Kickstand or other device to allow the bicycle to be supported upright
	9	At least two colors of powder coating on each bike

		Terminal Elements
		A.  Required Terminal Elements 
	1	A minimum of 10 terminals in system accept walk-up renters with agreement to liability waiver. If not all stations accept walk-up payment, explain how the system will accommodate first- or one-time users
	2	Data security, particularly for financial data, user names, and addresses
	3	Clear and prominent instructions at each terminal explaining the pricing structure and use of the system
	4	Clear and prominent instructions at each terminal directing users to the contractor’s helpline and website when they need technical assistance or have complaints
	5	A process for situations in which a user wants to return a bike to a terminal that is full or rent a bike from a terminal that is empty
	6	Capacity for advance registration that avoids need for registration at each station
	7	Terminal must be able to function in Tucson's hot, dry climate. Note: There has been problems documented with the Tucson Streetcar kiosks due to sun and heat exposure
	8	Ability to integrate with the GoTucson mobile app

		B.  Desired Terminal Elements 
	1	Automatic confirmation that member’s credit card is valid and has sufficient funds to cover charges if bicycle is not returned, preferably before each bicycle is removed
	2	Touch-screen
	3	Flexibility to add features and modify terminal as needed
	4	Ability to limit the number of subscriptions and walk-up rentals that can be purchased by one user or using one credit card
	5	Ability to integrate with the SunGO card and integrate bike share into Sun Link / Sun Tran transit system as a transfer service


		Dock Elements
		A.  Required Dock Elements 
	1	Modular design of docks allowing the ability to adjust the size of the station after initial installation
	2	Vandal and theft-proof connection between dock and bike
	3	Useful life is five years (lifecycle replacement over contract term is required)
	4	More docks than bicycles in the system (respondent to justify proposed dock-to-bike ratio)

		B.  Desired Dock Elements 
	1	Ability to self-report mechanical problems
	2	Useful life greater than five years


		Technology & Website Elements
		A.  Required Technology & Website Elements 
	1	Data security, especially for financial data, user names, and addresses, that is Payment Card Industry (PCI) compliant and that satisfies minimum specifications of the municipality
	2	A mechanism for users to report problems and make suggestions for system improvement
	3	Real-time communication with stations and bicycles to track bicycle and dock status
	4	Access to all registration and travel data with regular reports provided to the City
	5	System to immediately aid users with mechanical issues and/or injuries
	6	Ability for website to accept and/or allow user to change annual subscriptions
	7	Interactive map showing real-time status of bicycles at stations, station locations with optional address and directions, and transit information
	8	Ability to work and display pages correctly on all major web browsers and mobile devices
	9	Capacity for user to track number of available bikes and open docking points in each terminal via webpage and mobile device
	10	Phone contact information prominent on website
	11	Ability to provide basic safety information, with streetcar safety messaging
	12	Provide open content data to allow third party developers to provide applications
	13	Ability and plan to integrate the bike share fare structure with the existing Sun Tran fare structure
	14	The website shall feature information illustrating that the bike share program strongly encourages the use of a helmet while cycling. Additionally, helmets shall be encouraged and required for minors (per Arizona law) in membership forms, safety tips on the web and at kiosks. Safety tips language shall state the following: “Always wear a helmet. Helmets dramatically reduce the risk of head injury in a bicycle crash. Riders under 18 are required by Arizona Law to wear a helmet.”	 
	15	Spanish language option on all webpages

		B.  Desired Technology & Website Elements 
	1	Capacity to convey additional bicycle safety information, laws, and/or warnings affecting bicyclists (e.g., Brief safety and “rules of the road” video and interactive test)
	2	Ability to collect survey information and customer satisfaction ratings
	3	Ability to provide system reports in a format consistent with leading US bike share systems
	4	Personalized customer web pages that provide information such as miles traveled, calories burned, etc.
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